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When I was a child, I heard about a place
called Egypt, a place they called and still
call the ‘Mother of the World.’

Everything’s magical and mystical when we are chil-
dren. It is a shame that when we grow up, we learn
that the world is not as glorious as we once thought,
or actually, it is still glorious, but we cease treating it
as though it were. My parents and relatives kept the
magic and glory alive, though. They were always
watching glamorous black and white Egyptian
movies, and when I grew up and developed an affini-
ty for literature, I was drawn to Naguib Mahfouz,
Alaa Al-Aswany, Nawal El-Saadawi and so many
other literary legends who happened to be Egyptian. 

I am dismayed to learn that Egypt - a country rich
in culture, overflowing with intellectuality and avant-
garde writers and artists - has gradually become the
brunt of many jokes and racism. Fast forward to now,
having learned that we have further upset the
descendants of one of the most ancient civilizations
on our planet - the folks that we are supposed to
look up to - is something I cannot get over.

Oh fellow brothers and sisters in Kuwait: Oil is a
resource - it is not something we invented, and one
day it will be replaced. Where will we then be, hav-
ing alienated so many people with our words and
actions? Fear is not an incentive for change, but how
else can we change if love is not permeating our
core? Weather changes (as we have witnessed in the
last couple of weeks), conditions change (as history
has exemplified), wealth fluctuates (as recessions
have tried but failed to teach us), but at the end of
the day, what kind of legacy do we want to leave
behind? How do we want to be known to the rest of
the world? Do we want people to roll their eyes
when they refer to us? Do we want to be known as
arrogant? Or as bigots? Do we want to have people
across nations speaking about our lack of mercy and
our continued intolerance?

This is not the Kuwait of my grandparents and
ancestors, who were welcoming to people of all
nations, who respected all religions, all walks of life.
And this is certainly not the generation of my par-
ents who considered Egypt the ‘Mother of the
World.’ To say I am heartbroken is an understate-
ment, but I have hope in the locals who shun any
form of discrimination toward Egyptians and all oth-
er expatriates. Kuwait for all. Viva l’amore!

To Egypt with love

By Nejoud Al-Yagout

local spotlight

Residency affairs department speeds up
efforts to compensate for missed days

American medical group likely to manage Jahra hospital
By A Saleh 

KUWAIT: The Ministry of Interior’s (MoI) Assistant
Undersecretary Maj Gen Sheikh Faisal Al-Nawaf Al-
Sabah instructed all residency affairs departments to
exert their utmost efforts on processing transactions of
citizens and expatriates to make up for the days given
off during the recent heavy rain. Informed sources said
MoI’s immigration director Maj Gen Abdullah Al-Hajri
receives up to 100 applicants at his office daily. The
sources added that over 3,000 transactions were
being processed daily at various departments, with
400 at the Hawally department. 

KISR employees
MP Khalil Al-Saleh filed an inquiry asking Minister

of Education Hamed Al-Azmi about allegedly ignoring
remarks made in a State Audit Bureau report, and fail-
ing to provide explanations to why 122 Kuwaitis quit
their jobs at Kuwait Institute for Scientific Research
(KISR) and why non-Kuwaiti employees received
salaries beyond the limits set by the Civil Service
Commission (CSC). 

Behind schedule
A State Audit Bureau (SAB) reportedly stressed the

Ministry of Services has repeatedly fallen behind
schedule in executing some construction projects for
which the total of KD 771,000 had been allocated,
noting that this reflects the ministry’s incapability to
follow up the execution of  those projects, and conse-
quently increases the costs yearly. Meanwhile, another
Sab report showed that revenues collected by the
Ministry of Social Affairs and Labor (MSAL) during
the fiscal year 2017-2018 dropped by 53 percent (KD
3.4 million) compared with estimates, adding that rev-
enues had also dropped by 40 percent in 2015-2016
and 74 percent in 2016-2017. 

Jahra Medical City
Finance Minister Nayef Al-Hajraf, Health Minister

Sheikh Dr Bassel  Al-Sabah and Amiri  Diwan
Undersecretary Sheikh Mohammed Al-Abdullah Al-
Sabah recently met six international medical groups
to select one of them to manage the Jahra Medical
City, informed sources said. The sources added that

an American medical group will most likely be select-
ed in view of the success achieved by American med-
ical groups in Abu Dhabi. The sources also noted that
the estimated cost of running the city varies between
KD 100 million and KD 200 million for a period of
f ive to 10 years. They also reminded that the
American Henry Ford Medical Group already runs a
hospital in Riyadh. Notably, Jahra Medical City has a
bed capacity of 1,234 in eight main buildings and the
project is located over a total area of 235,000 sq m.
It is expected to be completed within three years at a
total cost of KD 354 million. 

New building
The Ministry of Education (MoE) announced plans

to move to its new building in South Surra on
November 25, 2018, said educational sources, explain-
ing that the new building includes the minister’s office
as well as those of the assistant undersecretaries for
public education and educational development and
activities. The sources added that some departments
will not move to the new building until enough parking
spaces become available. In another educational con-

cern, sources said various educational zones will soon
submit the names of the heads of examination centers
for the upcoming first term exams. The sources added
that each director will be entitled to nominate 10-15
educators to work with them at the designated centers. 

Solar power
Kuwait National Petroleum Company (KNPC) is

currently working on executing the Al-Dibdibah solar
power project with a 1,500 megawatt capacity, proj-
ects manager Riyadh Al-Toura announced. He added
that the project is located over an area of 32 sq km
within KISR’s Al-Sheqaya renewable energy complex,
which is affiliated to Kuwait Institute for Scientific
Research (KISR). Toura added that the project had
been offered for bidding through the Central Agency
for Public Tenders and that 28 international companies
and consortia have qualified for the project so far. He
added that bids will  close by Dec 16, 2018 and
expected the project contract will be signed during
the first quarter of 2019, adding the project is to be
launched within 24 months effective from the date of
signing the contract. 

By Meshaal Al-Enezi 

KUWAIT: Kuwait Ports Authority (KPA) recently con-
ducted a comprehensive inspection and inventory of
various departments in Shuwaikh, Shuaiba and Doha
ports pending developing the infrastructure of all three
ports that have been in service for over 60 years. KPA
Director Sheikh Yousef Abdullah Sabah Al-Nasser
instructed all concerned committees to complete the
process as soon as possible, the authority’s public rela-
tions department said in a statement. 

In this regard, head of the facilities and public rela-
tions committee Atef Al-Shatti said five tenders had
been offered for public bidding to remove at least 60
tons of solid waste in the three ports as well as in the
main ports complex building. Commenting on the same
issue, the safety and security manager at Shuwaikh Port
Bader Al-Rushood said some isolated areas behind the

port were being subjected to electricity and plumbing
maintenance operations in addition to collecting debris
and classifying it pending selling them in an auction. 

In the meantime, the authority’s planning and proj-

ects manager and the head of the constructions com-
mittee Essa Al-Mulla said some temporary structures
and warehouses are being currently removed to be
replaced by modern edifices. 

Authority gears up
to develop ports’
infrastructure

By B Izzak

KUWAIT: MP Faisal Al-
Kandari said yesterday that
he and two other lawmakers
are still determined to grill
Oil Minister Bakheet Al-
Rasheedi over alleged finan-
cial violations even after he
has provided a key investiga-
tion report to the national
assembly. Kandari said the
minister was supposed to
provide the report on
Sunday based on a resolu-
tion by the National
Assembly but he did not and provided the report on
Monday after the three MPs said they will grill him. The
lawmaker said that the grilling will go ahead as planned
after the grilling of the prime minister next week.

In the meantime, the National Democratic Alliance
(NDA), a liberal grouping, yesterday welcomed the amend-
ment approved by the legal committee to allow granting
Kuwaiti citizenship to non-Muslims. The NDA said that the
amendment is a correction for an unconstitutional law
enacted by the 1981 National Assembly which deprives
non-Muslims from the right to become Kuwaiti, adding that
this provision was not present in the original Kuwaiti
nationality law issued in 1959. Liberal MP Rakan Al-Nisf
also supported the move and called on the National
Assembly to approve the amendment soon. MP Saadoun
Hammad however said he will oppose the amendment.

Oil Minister’s
grilling still
on: Lawmaker

MP Faisal Al-Kandari

By Hanan Al-Saadoun and Agencies

KUWAIT: Two men were killed in a horrific car accident
reported on Seventh Ring Road. Mubarak Al-Kabeer fire
station responded and recovered the victim’s bodies. In
another fatal crash, an Egyptian man was killed and 11 oth-
ers were injured in a traffic accident reported on King
Fahd Road between an SUV and a bus that was carrying
14 workers. The accident took place near Ahmadi bridge.
The injured suffered fractures and bruises.

Fake detective arrested
Ahmadi detectives arrested the suspect who imperson-

ated a policeman and robbed an Indian man, then threat-
ened to kill a Lebanese child in Fahaheel. The suspect is a
23-year-old Kuwaiti and was arrested at his father’s house
in Ahmadi. 

Traffic dispute
A citizen became annoyed with a woman’s loud voice

during a traffic dispute and slapped her across the face,
rupturing her eardrum. She lodged a complaint against
him. The suspect is being summoned for questioning.

Suspect arrested
An SUV driver was arrested after ramming into a police

patrol in Salmiya and escaping, then abandoning his vehi-
cle in front of Rai mall. Policemen manning a checkpoint
near the passports roundabout in Salmiya noticed a driver
attempting to avoid them, so he was chased until he collid-
ed with a patrol car and escaped. Later, a call was

received about a car with sparks coming out of a tire near
a mall on the Fifth Ring Road, whose driver left the car and
escaped. Police were able to identify and arrest him.

Beggars arrested
Interior Ministry Assistant Undersecretary for

Operations Affairs Maj Gen Jamal Al-Sayegh asked police
patrols to be present around Mubarakiya and its markets
because the number of beggars is on the rise, as social
media posts show. A source said policewomen can be used
to arrest female beggars, adding all those arrested will be
deported and their sponsors will not be allowed to spon-
sor anyone anymore. Meanwhile, six beggars were arrest-
ed in Farwaniya and were sent to concerned authorities to
be deported.

Fatal accidents
leave three dead,
11 injured

KUWAIT: Firefighters inspect the scene of an acci-
dent on Seventh Ring Road.

Illicit garbage dumped in Mahboula

KUWAIT: Unknown persons are dumping truckloads of garbage in an unauthorized spot in Mahboula. According to Kuwait Times reader, J Mathew, who witnessed the dumping, a large yellow dump truck pulled up to the empty lot,
located in block 2 and dumped piles and piles of trash. The impact on the immediate environment, not to mention the possibly of spreading disease during the rainy season is unknown.— (Photos courtesy J Mathew)


